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1. Introduction 

Video games and gaming culture have become increasingly popular worldwide 

during the last two decades, challenging other forms of entertainment. Per market 

statistics provided by Motion Picture Association of America and Newzoo, the global 

revenue for games reached $70.4 billion in 2013, while box office for all films 

released in each country around the world reached $35.9 billion. In addition, the 

bestselling video games of 2016 worldwide all had English as their default language, 

according to statistics provided by Forbes.com (Forbes, 2016). Even popular game 

series originating from Finland, such as Quantum Break, Angry Birds and Clash of 

Clans are predominately displayed in English.  

English has been often referred to as the current lingua franca of the world, 

influencing the language used in several domains, such as different forms of media 

and online discourse. Does the fact that popular games have English as their default 

language influence the Finnish gaming discourse, and if so, then how? If there is an 

overflow of foreign lexical items into the discourse between players, is it limited to 

explicitly in-game objects and concepts, and could some become so prevalent in use, 

that they lexicalize as loanwords?  

This thesis paper applies theories related to code-switching, anglicisms and game 

design ontology to of the use of English elements in Finnish gaming discussions. 

Code-Switching is the phenomenon of speakers using two or more languages, 

dialects or varieties in the same discussion by rapidly inserting several languages in a 

speech event seemingly effortlessly (Poplack, 2001), while anglicisms are words or 

phrases originating from English. This research focuses on the use of English 

elements in the data based on their level of integration into Finnish, their occurrence 

within the sentence structure and the general gaming-related topic they refer to. 

While the code-switched words in my data are in English, they are often fitted into 

the Finnish language matrix through suffixes marking grammatical case, tense, etc., 

and their placement in the sentence level generally follows Finnish grammatical 

rules. In other cases, words may show further signs of assimilation, with a vowel or a 

consonant and a vowel being attached to the end of a word. For example, the term 

“map” might be referred to as “mäppi”. Below are several examples of the types 

code-switching analyzed here, taken from gaming-related discussions in the Finnish 
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online forum Sotavasara. Code-switches are underlined in the original Finnish 

sentences and bold in the translations.   

1. Olen pelannut nyt 6 peliä joissa kaikissa on ollut Archon-deeppaava 

Wraithguard-ryhmä. Ei ole paljon p*skaakaan saanut aikaan, koska 

harvemmin on kohteita jotka justifioi tuon ryhmän hinnan (160p+120p=280p 

ryhmä). 

I have now played six games, which have all included an Archon-

deepstriking Wraithguard squad. Has not gotten s*** done, since there are 

seldom targets that justify that squad’s price (160+120p=280p squad)” 

2. Psychic powereita on moneen lähtöön, eikä edes Invisibility ole se paras 

telepathyn poweri kaikkiin match-uppeihin. 

There are many types of psychic powers, and even Invisibility is not the best 

telepathy power against all match-ups. 

3.    …ja sitten nauraa ja sanoo että this was my plan all along. 

 …and then laughed, saying that this was my plan all along.” 

(Sotavasara.net) 

Most of these instances are related to concepts originating from the terminology of 

their respective games, but not all. The other instances may be quotes, idiomatic 

expressions or attributed to some form of online discourse, be it gaming slang or 

popular culture references. They raise interesting questions, though: How often are 

these instances related specifically to in-game terminology? What kinds of English 

words generally appear in these discussions, and how are they integrated into the 

Finnish language?  In examples 1 and 2, we can see words like Wraithguard or 

Invisibility, which denote objects and concepts from the miniature wargame 

Warhammer 40,000, with the former denoting specific types of soldiers for players to 

command in the game, as well as the miniatures representing them in real life, and 

the latter as an in-game ability that some of them may be commanded to use. The 

term deeppaava is an amalgamation of the term “deep strike” and the Finnish active 

present participle –va, and is based on the word “deep striking”. This denotes an 

action taken within the constraints of a game as an alternate method of deploying 

soldiers into the gaming area.  
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Most of the code-switching examples presented above occur within the 

sentence level, confirming to the structure of the rest of the sentence, while the 

phrase in example 3 occurs independently of this structure. These examples also 

contain differences in how English words are integrated into the Finnish language, 

with the words in example 1 including more changes to their roots and stems than the 

ones presented in example 2.   

This thesis applies a quantitative analysis to discussions like the ones 

presented above using a corpus consisting of approximately 200,000 words of 

written text and 30 minutes of transcribed spoken discussions, with the latter coming 

to a total of approximately 2600 words. The quantitative nature of this research 

necessitates classifying the English words encountered in the discussions into 

different categories based on the specific subject matters they refer to and how they 

are fitted into the otherwise Finnish discussions. The background section first 

establishes the study’s societal relevance and academic interest by discussing the 

popularity of gaming and the use of English in Finland, and how these may relate to 

one another. Then, it moves on to explain the theoretical basis for categorizing the 

research material, as well as the type of language it is expected to include, based on 

the involved subject matters and discussion formats. The research is conducted 

through a quantitative analysis of recent gaming discussions, comprising of textual 

data from online gaming forums and transcribed audio data from recorded gaming 

sessions and videos on Twitch.tv. The data is first analyzed for any English elements, 

which are then categorized based on their subject matter and the level of assimilation 

conducted on them.  Describing these categories forms the second half of the 

Background section, with the following Materials and Methods section explaining 

what is placed into the categories, and how. After presenting the total number of 

English elements in the data and the relative word counts and percentages of the 

different categories, the Analysis section proceeds to provide a more detailed 

description of the language involved in them, providing translated examples of the 

discussions.  
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1.1 Research Questions: 

My research questions are the following: 

1. How prevalent are English words within Finnish gaming discourse?  

2. What are they used to refer to? 

3. How are they conducted in the sentence level? Do they show signs of 

assimilation into the Finnish language? 

 

The findings suggest that English words are used relatively often in the gaming 

discussions, but in very specific instances and that Finnish still dominates the 

grammar and syntax, as well as the overall word count. Most English words refer to 

the official terminology of the discussed games’, and are conducted via insertional 

codeswitching, with individual words embedded into the agglutinative Finnish 

language frame, but with no changes to their base form. Less frequently encountered 

English elements include alternational code-switches and anglicisms. Other topics 

referred to in English involve jargon created by online gamer communities as well as 

general online-related discourse, such as memes, expletives and message board 

terminology.   

This thesis defines “in-game terminology” as words included in a discussed game’s 

official vocabulary, which may be encountered while playing the game, reading its 

user manual or browsing its official site. Words not included in this group are 

referred to as out-of-game terminology, including player-made jargon, for example.   

2. Background 

The first half of this section discusses the increasing popularity of both English and 

video games in Finland, as well as how these events have been noted to reinforce 

each other, thus forming the societal relevance for the study. The second half forms 

the basis for analyzing the English elements encountered in the data in terms of how 

they are fitted into the otherwise Finnish discussions and what they refer to from a 

game design viewpoint. Words unrelated to in-game terminology are categorized 

based on their meaning and origin. This section concludes with some thoughts on the 

relationship between the games in focus and the platforms devoted to discussing 

them. 
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2.1 The Rising Popularity of Games 

Games, especially digital ones, have become more popular during the recent years: 

as the ISFE consumer study conducted in 2012 stated, 60% of Finnish online users, 

aged 16 to 64, had played digital games within the last 12 months and the percentage 

of women playing games is rather close to that of men: 49 to 51% (Videogames in 

Europe: Consumer Study)..In other words, playing games has become a hobby with 

men and woman of all ages and is becoming a medium to rival television (Piirainen-

Marsh, 2008: 136). Hobbies and cultures involving non-digital games, such as 

miniature wargames, have also become popular (Darzentas 2015: 2428). Most games 

are in English, and relatively few are localized in Finland. Due to the country’s 

population of five million, the localization industry is rather small. Television shows 

and films are seldom dubbed (Vassinen 2013, Rautio 2016), and popular domestic 

songs and games are often created in English to attract a larger audience, a matter 

that has increased due to globalization and the popularity of the internet. Due to the 

prevalence of English language in games, players are introduced to a large 

vocabulary of English words, most of which are necessary to understand to make 

progress in them. It should also be noted that the data analyzed in this thesis involves 

recent discussions related to popular contemporary games lacking official Finnish 

translations. The exception to this is the miniature wargame, Warhammer: Fantasy 

Battles, where the game’s 5th edition included a Finnish-translated rulebook, 

published in 1998. However, similar translations where never published for 

subsequent editions of the game, which were released up to 2011. From a linguistic 

point of view, the discussed games raise an interesting question: how much English 

is prevalent in the Finnish gaming discourse? Also, is English used to express words 

other than that related specifically to in-game terminology?  

The role of video games and gaming culture in Finland has been studied before. 

Kallio et. al (2007) conducted a survey on 805 Finnish respondents on their usage 

and attitudes towards videogames, while also studying trends in gaming culture in 

Finland, taking respondents’ gender, age and income into consideration. Gaming 

activities noted amongst respondents were divided into four major groups: traditional 

games (card-, outdoor- and board games), money games (lottery and betting games), 

digital games (computer-, console- and smartphone games) and engrossment games 
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(role playing games, miniature wargames and collectible card games). An interesting 

finding from the data was that there were no noticeable background differences 

between people who played digital games, and those who did not. However, those 

identifying themselves as very active or “hardcore” gaming hobbyists formed less 

than 10 percent of the respondents, and were found to be “predominately young and 

male”. This group averaged 8.8 hours of playing per week and its members were 

aged from 15 to 34, and mentioned the “jargon” they used while playing and 

discussing about games, which included abbreviations, quotes from the games, 

modifications of English words into “Finglish” amalgamations and self-made 

expressions for objects and elements in the games. According to the users of this 

jargon, the most commonly used words were English terms inflected and used 

according to Finnish syntactical and morphological rules. The research data for this 

thesis included similar language, which will be analyzed quantitatively and given 

examples of in the analysis.  

“Gaming” as a term is generally used to describe the playing of digital 

games through a PC, console or handheld device, deriving from the term “gamer” i.e. 

a gaming hobbyist, but which can be applied to people enjoying non-digital games as 

well. It should be noted that this research will not delve into the entire spectrum of 

gaming activities in Finland, but instead focuses on discussions related to digital 

gaming on the PC or consoles and non-digital gaming via the genre of miniature 

wargaming. This choice was made due to the limited availability of recent non-

digital gaming discussions as well as personal knowledge of the subjects, allowing 

the categorization of code-switches based on their subject matter with more 

efficiency.  

2.2 The use of English in Finland 

As stated in the introduction, the influence of English can be seen in Finland 

throughout several different forms of media. Popular music played on the radio and 

television often includes English songs, and many popular domestic bands perform 

in English to reach an international audience. Foreign shows and films are seldom 

dubbed, with Finnish subtitles being the normal convention (Vassinen 2013, Rautio 

2016). 
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English enjoys a relatively high status in Finland in terms of use and attitude. In fall 

2007, The Jyväskylä unit of VARIENG (The Research unit for Variation, Contacts 

and Change in English) carried out a survey on how Finns use English and what 

opinions and attitudes they have towards the language. The survey concluded the 

following: 

1. The use of English in Finland has risen dramatically in Finland due to 

globalization, especially between the 1960s and the early 21:st century.  

2. Most Finns consider their proficiency in English as at least moderate (78 %), 

and English is the non-native language they encounter the most in work and 

when travelling. These respondents still consider themselves monolingual.  

3. English is mostly used during free time and for information gathering, 

entertainment, communication and educational purposes, respectively.  

4. Only a fifth of the respondents consider English a threat to the Finnish 

language and most consider increasing English proficiency as positive and 

enriching. 

The survey also questioned people of their usage of and attitudes towards code-

switching. About two thirds of the respondents regarded it positively, and code-

switching was mostly conducted between the respondents’ friends, workmates, 

partners and children. Code-switching was also mostly used either unconsciously or 

when referring to professional or specialist terminology (Leppänen et. al, 2011). 

These findings are pertinent in the gaming discussions as well. Games are, for many, 

a free-time activity usually discussed in informal situations. At the same time, the 

terminology or jargon related to a single game or a gaming genre could be 

considered quite specific. Participants in gaming discussions are also assumed to 

have a relatively good grasp of this terminology, as progressing in any game usually 

necessitates at least a partial understanding of it. 

2.3 Studies on L2 language learning in relation to gaming 

The previously mentioned studies reported the popularity of gaming and the use of 

English in Finland as individual phenomena, but these have also been reported to 

correlate with one another. Digital games can play a major role in second-language 

(L2) learning, and that this comes as a secondary and often unconscious effect to the 

consumer. This type of unconscious language learning is also found to be prevalent 
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with school-aged youths. Chik (2014) researched the applications of digital gaming 

in L2 acquisition, focusing on Asian students learning English, Japanese or any other 

L2 both through playing digital games and communicating with larger gaming 

communities online. In these cases, the L2 is learned by necessity and unconsciously 

to progress through the game, as further progression and experiences acquired in the 

game tend to reinforce one’s grasp of the language being used. Chik’s research also 

brought up students’ reported use of out-of-game websites and other communal 

resources as a source of unconscious language learning (Thorne, 2008). It should be 

noted that Chik classifies the games under discussion as commercial-off-the-shelf 

(COTS) games, meant purely for entertainment and not for learning, at least not 

intentionally, and that the data included in this thesis will also cover such games. 

Sylven and Sundqvist (2012) had also conducted a survey for 86 Swedish youths, 

aged from 11 to 12, which concluded through self-reported activity diaries and 

vocabulary tests that more frequent gaming activities correlated with higher scores 

on vocabulary tests. This same trend has followed in Finland: Uusikoski’s (2011) 

study concluded that among high-schoolers, frequent gaming habits correlated with 

higher English grades more than their socioeconomic background, with respondents 

identifying as “hardcore” gamers often participating in online gaming communities 

and discussions, which further increased their proficiency in English. In these 

situations, gaming hobbies and the use of English may reinforce one other: as 

students continue playing games, their grasp of English increases, which in turn may 

increase their likelihood of success in their games. The same applies to participation 

in online gaming communities, which was stated as a common activity between very 

active gamers. Kallio et. al.’s (2007) study also noted the use of “gaming jargon” 

between active gamers, which suggests that school aged youths are also introduced to 

and use this type of language in their discussions.  

In addition to providing entertainment, games may also perform an educational 

function by teaching their players specialized words and concepts previously 

unknown to them. In these cases, the words are learned first-hand in English, rather 

than Finnish, as well as in the context of gaming. For example, if an elementary 

school-aged Finn plays historically themed games, such as Civilization III or Age of 

Empires, both of which use English as their default language and lack official 

Finnish translations, then he or she is likely to pick up concepts and words related to 
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history and culture first hand in English. When these words are used later, the 

speaker may initially think of or say the word in English, rather than in Finnish, 

because he or she is either more familiar with the English word, or does not yet know 

its Finnish equivalent at all. As young players generally have smaller L1 

vocabularies, the likelihood of this happening may vary depending on the age of the 

player.    

2.4 Definition and Classification of Code-Switches   

As stated in the introduction, code-switching refers to the mixing of two or more 

languages in the same discourse, often with no change of interlocutor or topic. This 

mixing can happen within the confines of a single sentence, constituent or word 

(Poplack 2001: 2062). Code-switching is noted often occurring alongside other 

linguistic elements upon language contact, such as borrowing or pidginization 

(Gardner-Chloros 2009: 4).  

Code-Switching has been studies from the perspectives of sociolinguistics, 

psycholinguistics, grammar, language acquisition and pragmatics. While different 

theories and models have been suggested for categorizing these switches, and how to 

distinguish them from loanwords, for example, there has not been a wide consensus 

of a single, universally applicable one. (Gardner-Chloros, 2009, 7). While Gardner-

Chloros emphasizes the importance of viewing the phenomenon through these 

perspectives together, it would not be possible, nor practical, to utilize more than a 

few in this research. Also, incorporating multiple perspectives to a quantitative 

analysis on online discussion by anonymous users would be impractical. Code-

switching events encountered in the data are therefore classified in a manner that is 

easily identifiable. 

Despite its spontaneous nature, code-switching tends to not produce utterances that 

contain monolingually ungrammatical sentence fragments. Whether code-switches 

can be counted as loan words or not has been a matter of some dispute. While 

loanwords are established into the recipient language and assume their 

morphological, syntactic, and often, phonological identity, while discarding the 

morphology, syntax and phonology of the language they originated from (labelled as 

the “lexifier language”), code-switching is informal and does not necessarily present 
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any changes in these characteristics (Poplack 2001: 2065). However, loan words 

often start out as code-switches in language interaction (Gardner-Chloros, 2009: 30-

31). Because there does not exist a consensus on where the line is between code-

switches and loanwords, this thesis uses the term “code-switch” to cover all English 

elements that lack signs of morphological and orthographic assimilation into their 

base form.  

Auer (1999: 309-313) describes code-switching as a starting point in a language 

alternation continuum, with language-mixing being the middle point and fused lects 

the polar extreme of code-switching. With code-switching, the mixing of languages 

is understood only at a local level among the participants of the discussion. In the 

case of language-mixing, the understanding occurs at a more global level, meaning 

that recurrent patterns in language alternation have emerged, while a fused dialect 

denotes a situation, where the alternation is rule-governed and regularly structured. 

Auer (1999: 313-314) further divides code-switching into two categories: 

alternational and insertional switches, where the former denotes speech acts 

alternating between two codes, with the switching carrying a local meaning to 

contextualize the interaction, and the latter the insertion of single words or phrases 

into the surrounding passage of other languages. Regarding insertional code-

switches, Myers-Scotton et al. (1993) have formulated a grammatical model, called 

the Matrix Language Frame (MLF), which proposes, that code-switches involve a 

dominant language serving as the “frame” or “matrix” into which elements of 

another language may be embedded. This dominant language is called the Matrix 

Language (ML), which supplies the system morphemes (closed-class items) in the 

sentence. The ML then receives a proportion of content morphemes (open-class 

items) from the Embedded Language (EL). Both alternational and insertional code-

switches are generally noticed by the participants, and they both contain prosodic 

cues and verbal markers that might mark and underline said code-switch, such as 

extra emphasis, preceding pauses, metalinguistic comments and hesitation (Auer 

1999: 314). These markers are more noticeable in audio sources than in textual 

sources. Code-switching is generally more prevalent in spoken than in written 

language, as the former is spontaneous and does not afford as much planning and 

consideration before forming phrases. 
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As mentioned earlier in this section, code-switching can be analyzed from several 

perspectives. Due to the quantitative nature of this research, I have decided to utilize 

structural categories which are easily identifiable in the data. Based on Auer’s (1999) 

and Myer’s-Scotton’s (1993) definitions, the code-switches in the data are 

categorized as being either insertional or alternational, with the latter being used on 

intrasentential code-switches, i.e. code-switches occurring outside of individual 

sentences. Intersentential code-switches occur within the space of sentences, while 

Intraword code-switches occur within the word level. When code-switches occur 

inside the sentence- or word level, they generally follow the structure of the matrix 

language. For example, when code-switching from Finnish to English, suffixes are 

often added to words to better accommodate the agglutinative nature of the Finnish 

language. In the case of this study, I hypothesize that most code-switches conducted 

in gaming-related discussions are insertional, with individual gaming-related English 

terminology fitted into the Finnish syntax and grammatical frame. This is due to 

most participants in said discussions being native Finnish speakers, who are using 

English as their L2 language to contextualize certain elements of the discussion, such 

as by referencing in-game terminology.  

2.5 Previous studies on code-switching in gaming discourse 

Studies related to code-switching in games have been conducted before, focusing on 

specific types of gaming discussions. In her Master’s Thesis, "Mä koitan olla 

kutsumatta niit infectedeiks koska anglismi" – Code-switching in Finnish online 

gaming, Essi Myllärinen (2014) studies code-switching patterns occurring in Finnish 

gaming videos on Youtube, called Let’s Plays, where people play games while 

simultaneously commenting on it to their audience, typically consisting of underage 

or young adult viewers, for presentation, reviewing, entertainment or problem-

solving purposes. In the videos being analyzed, the player switches constantly back 

and forth between Finnish and English. Myllärinen cites Piirainen Marsh (2008) by 

noting how code-switches often function as contextual cues to specific video game 

instances. In Let’s Play-videos, code-switches to English often allude to specific 

instances of the games being played, and these situations can often be noticed 

through the change in tense and pronunciation. The use of code-switches created a 

“participation framework”, i.e. the relationship between the participant of the 
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interaction and the ongoing event, action, topic etc. The analysis concluded that 

code-switches happened in six situations: immersive gaming events, gaming-related 

vocabulary insertions, repetition of written instructions, imitation of character talk, 

exclamations, trash talk and metadiscourse. Code-switching was often done 

unconsciously and was guided by the game’s linguistic environment, such as in 

discussing item names or imitating character talk. In this case, it should be noted that 

the data was based on recorded speech originally made for entertainment purposes 

while simultaneously playing, so the speaker, an L1 person with his own Youtube-

channel and following, had naturally less time to plan his sentences and no 

opportunity to edit them without breaking the fluency of his videos, resulting in a 

large amount of code-switches. 

Code-switching is not limited to video game discussions but also to more traditional 

games, such as pen and paper role-playing games. Suominen (2014) also conducted a 

similar study focused on role-playing games that are played with pen, paper and dice 

on the tabletop, and which are based on miniature wargames and improvisational 

theater. The study concluded that a large amount of the code-switches related to 

game vocabulary and terminology was similar to the usage of loan words, and that 

code-switching was used as a method of moving between the fantasy, game and real-

world levels of the game. However, the study noted that the language of the game 

system (English) could not itself explain the amount and scale of the switches 

included in the data. Another interesting finding was that a repeatedly used term 

could lexicalize into a single prevalent form, such as “experience” into “expa”.” 

Both Myllärinen’s and Suominen’s studies demonstrate how prevalent code-

switching is in the gaming discourse and how it is often used to convey the context 

of the game situation. While these studies focused on a specific area of gaming, my 

attempt is to assemble a corpus from both digital and non-digital gaming sources, 

using both textual and audio data to make generalizable statement on the subject 

through a qualitative analysis. 

2.6 Anglicisms 

In addition to its presence in different forms of media and online discourse, the 

influence of English as a lingua franca is shown through the wide use of anglicisms - 
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English-based words, phrases and expressions - in European languages, and Finnish 

is no exception. Research on the subject has noted a multitude of similar loans 

originating from English, some of which are well integrated into the Finnish 

language and society (Görlach 2005, Pulkkinen 1984). Levels of integration vary, 

however, and the use of anglicisms in Finland is occasionally frowned upon, and 

some Finns view the subject quite negatively, considering a threat to the domestic 

language. This tends to be the case with phrases and expressions that are not yet well 

established into the Finnish lexicon. However, people who view these as a threat are 

in the minority, and most Finns have a neutral or positive stance towards the subject. 

(Leppänen et. al. 2011, Sánchez et. al. 2014). Regarding anglicisms, this thesis takes 

a neutral stance, and attempts to conduct observations on the application of English 

words into Finnish discussions, noting common trends to how and when English 

words are used.  

As this thesis focuses on explicitly English elements in gaming discussions, it 

discounts words that are already well established into the Finnish lexicon. In the 

introduction section, I questioned whether gaming discussions contained an overflow 

of English words into the Finnish language, and in that regard, including already 

established words into the data could provide misleading results. After all, if a word 

has already been integrated before the included game discussions were conducted, it 

would hardly be relevant to the research question. Accounting for every word of 

English origin into the data would also require an unnecessary amount of 

etymological research. The basis for determining whether an anglicism is well 

established, and thus discounted, is if they can be found in the “Kielitoimiston 

sanakirja”, an official online Finnish dictionary. The research material contained 

several such words, some of which were relatively new, such as chatti (chat), 

spammi (spam), kombo (combo), feilata (to fail), softa (software) bugi (software bug, 

also known as a glitch) and serveri (server). As can be seen, most of these newly 

established words are related to online discussion, as well as computer terminology. 

It would be easy to label all English elements in the data as anglicisms, as they 

originate from English, but it would not be conducive for analyzing how English is 

incorporated into the otherwise Finnish discussions. Much in the way of insertional 

code-switching, anglicisms involve the insertion of foreign words into the matrix of 
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its recipient language, which dominates the conversation in that instance. While 

anglicisms may establish as loanwords, this is not always the case. As mentioned in 

section 2.4, the difference between code-switching and lexical loans is blurry, with 

the key difference placed between them being often related to the level of syntactic, 

morphological and phonetic integration into a language, as well as how often they 

are used in language situations (Poplack 2001: 2065). Once again, due to the size of 

the data, the methods for distinguishing between code-switches and anglicisms will 

be relatively simple. English-based words involving orthographic and morphological 

assimilation in their base form will be counted as anglicisms, while words simply 

fitted into the Finnish language matrix with suffixes and no signs of assimilation to 

their base form are counted as code-switches. Syntactic assimilation is not counted as 

a sufficient basis for a word being an anglicism, because it also appears in insertional 

code-switches.  

2.7 Games Covered in the Discussions 

As different forms of gaming have become more popular, several genres and 

subgenres have formed, defined by their style and common characteristics. Before 

explaining how different gaming related terms are classified in the thesis data, the 

discussed games’ characteristics are presented in this section, with some thoughts on 

how they may affect the language used in them. The purpose here is not to include a 

comprehensive description of different gaming genres, but a brief overview of their 

common characteristics in relation to the type of language they might include. 

As mentioned before, the non-digital gaming discussions in the data are all related to 

the subject of miniature wargaming; a gaming hobby which involves the collecting, 

assembling and painting of miniatures, forming them into coherent armies, which are 

then used to enact battles governed by relatively complex rule sets, with either the 

tabletop or any flat surface serving as the “battlefield”. The scale of these battles may 

range from small skirmishes to large, battalion-scale engagements taking several 

days to complete. The gameplay mechanics often involve using dice, tape measures 

and extensive rulebooks for determining results. The genre came into popularity in 

the early 20th century, after the author H.G. Wells published the book “Little Wars”, 

which gave instruction on how to play with toy soldiers. The hobby has then grown 

and become a multi-million-dollar industry. An example of miniature wargames is 
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Games Workshop’s Warhammer 40,000, set in a dystopian sci-fi universe (Darzentas 

2015). A miniature wargame session takes place at several levels: The contextual 

level formed by the rules and background of the game, the physical level formed by 

miniatures, dice and the battlefield themselves and the social level formed by the 

players announcing their actions and discussing about the game. While miniature 

wargaming differs from digital gaming in some respects, including the use of dice, 

measuring tapes and miniatures in favor of electronic devices, similar elements of 

game design exist in both. The gameplay aspect of miniature wargaming is based 

around turn-based strategy games, such as chess, while also including elements from 

pen and paper role-playing games, such as extensive rules and statistical attributes 

governing the in-game qualities of individual soldiers, pieces of terrain, etc. As 

miniature wargames, such as Warhammer 40,000, include many different soldiers to 

choose from, I expect references to these in-game objects to be quite common. Also, 

due to the games’ relative complexity and non-digital nature, their players are 

required to have an intimate knowledge of the rules, and as such, these rules will 

likely be a major topic in the related discussions.  

The digital games mainly discussed in the data are listed in Table 1 together with 

their respective platforms, game modes, genres and focus. 

Table 1: Game platforms, modes and genres covered in the data 

Game  Platform(s) Game 

mode(s) 

Genre Focus 

Overwatch PC, console Multiplayer First-person 

Shooter 

Shooting, Role-picking, 

Teamwork 

Tom Clancy’s 

Rainbow Six: 

Siege 

PC, console Single player, 

Multiplayer 

First-person 

Shooter 

Shooting, 

Real-life tactics 

Tom Clancy’s 

Ghost Recon: 

Wildlands 

PC, console Single player, 

Multiplayer 

First-person 

Shooter 

Shooting, Action, 

Open world 

Rising Storm: 

Vietnam 

PC Single player, 

Multiplayer 

First-person 

Shooter 

Shooting, real-life tactics. 

Dayz PC Multiplayer First-person 

Shooter 

Shooting, survival 
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Counter-Strike: 

Global Offensive 

PC Multiplayer First-person 

Shooter 

Shooting, teamwork 

Path of Exile PC Single player, 

Multiplayer 

Action Role-

playing game 

Character-progression, 

Combat 

The Witcher 3: 

The Wild Hunt 

PC, console Single player Action 

Adventure 

Role-playing 

game 

Character progression, 

Story, 

Action 

Guild Wars 2 PC Multiplayer Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online Role-

playing Game 

Character progression, 

Online interaction, 

Action 

World of 

Warcraft 

PC Multiplayer Massively 

Multiplayer 

Online Role-

playing Game 

Character progression, 

Online interaction, 

Action 

Rocket League PC, console Single player, 

Multiplayer 

Sports, Driving Soccer, Driving 

 

The information seen above can be found within the listed games’ cover boxes or 

official sites. The games listed in Table 1 are played on the PC or gaming consoles, 

such as the Playstation 4, or in some cases, both. The platform may affect the 

language used in their discussions, as gaming consoles, originally designed for an 

easy “plug and play” type of use, involve less hardware and software-related 

concerns than PC games, at least from the user’s point of view. For example, to be 

accessible to a wider range of computers, PC games often incorporate settings to 

lower hardware requirements by trading off visual qualities, and vice versa. The data 

files in PC games are also more easily accessible, which has resulted in some games 

having entire communities dedicated to sharing self-made modifications and 

additions to the games files, commonly labelled as “mods”. In this regard, it is likely 

that PC gaming discussions include more references to hardware, software and user-

made modifications and content than those related to console games. 

In terms of game modes, most of the games included in the discussions involve 

online multiplayer, i.e. gaming sessions, where two or more players participate 

simultaneously, either for co-operative or competitive purposes. The focus on 
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multiplayer differs between the games, as some include it as an alternative to single-

player modes, while others are entirely focused on it. Games supporting multiplayer 

modes often incorporate tools for players to communicate with one another in-game, 

either through voice- or text chatting. Depending on the pace of the game and its 

communicative needs, this communication can become very frequent and 

spontaneous. While these conditions may not apply to gaming discussions conducted 

outside of the gaming sessions, it is still assumed that references to this type of in-

game chat are included there. 

Originally a taxonomy defined by game designers (Crawford 1984), classifications of 

gaming genres have become market-based due to their increasing popularity, with an 

individual game’s genre depicted in its cover. The genres included in the data are a 

variety of first person shooters (FPS), role-playing games (RPG), massively 

multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPG) and a vehicular soccer game. 

FPS games, as depicted by their name, are centered on combat with ranged weapons 

from first-person perspectives. RPG:s and MMORPG:s are relatively similar in their 

playability, involving the statistical improvement of the player’s avatar, usually 

referred to as the “player character”, by performing various activities, such as 

exploring, collecting items, defeating monsters and completing quests. While the 

activities conducted vary according to the focus of any individual game, this 

statistical improvement, referred to as “character progression”, is always present. The 

key element of MMORPG:s is that they take place in persistent online worlds, where 

a large number of players may interact with each other, and much of the games’ 

content is designed to be experienced alongside other players. Rocket League falls 

into an interesting category here, where it is a hybrid of vehicle- and sports games, 

simulating both vehicle driving and playing soccer. In addition to genres, games 

often belong to different subgenres, which are displayed in Table 1 in the form of 

their focus. These contain elements, which may become relevant in the discussions. 

Overwatch, for example, involves players conducting teamwork with a diverse roster 

of distinct characters, each with their own in-game abilities and roles, which will 

likely be mentioned often in the discussions. Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six: Siege and 

Rising Storm: Vietnam, on the other hand, simulate the use of real-life weapons and 

tactics, and thus strive for more realism than the other shooting games. In addition to 

shooting, Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon: Wildlands involves exploring wide, open 
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spaces either on foot or with vehicles, thus expanding the variety of available actions 

in the game. Whether these types of elements had any impact on the discussions is 

brought up later in the analysis of the data and discussion.   

While it is difficult to make any precise guess on whether the game’s genre or focus 

has any effect on its language, some assumptions can be made about their 

similarities. The games listed above are all action-oriented in some manner, and 

except for Rocket League, their goals are often accomplished through violent means. 

These games are also played from the perspective of a single player avatar, which 

can be a person or a vehicle. This contrasts with other genres, such as puzzle- or 

strategy games, where the focus is less action-oriented and a specific player avatar is 

usually either invisible or non-existent. It is assumed then, that words related 

“action”, such as verbs, are prevalent in discussions related to these games. In the 

section regarding non-digital gaming, it was hypothesized that miniature wargaming 

discussions would contain numerous references to the games’ rules. This may not be 

the case in digital games, as while they present their rules to the players well enough 

for them to be played and enjoyed, the complex mechanics governing them are 

maintained by the games’ own programming. This is not to say that digital games are 

simpler in design. However, the fact that their rules are ultimately governed by their 

programming can prevent arguments over the interpretation of rules, for example.  

2.8 Gaming Ontology 

I have previously discussed different concepts or objects within games being a 

common target of code-switching in discussions. The question is: what kinds of “in-

game”- subjects do these code-switches refer to? To explore and categorize these 

game-related aspects more properly, I will refer to Zagal et. al’s (2005, 5-8) work on 

the Game Ontology Project (GOP). The GOP functions as a framework for 

describing, analyzing and studying games, regardless of genre or gaming apparatus, 

and will provide a useful tool for analyzing discussions related to the different games 

listed in section 2.7. The framework was created with the intention of providing a 

“design language” for games, breaking down games into their constituent parts, 

focusing on how these parts are perceived from the player’s point of view. However, 

it is also well suited for classifying the English elements and analyzing their 

functions in my data, because it allows making observations on what types of in-
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game aspects the English words generally refer to. As the people participating in the 

discussions are players themselves, the focus of the framework seems appropriate. 

The GOP consists of several levels, the top of which categorizes game elements into 

five groups: Entity, Entity Manipulation, Interface, Rules and Goals. Below, each 

group is first explained as per Zagal et. al’s definitions, followed by examples from 

both digital and non-digital games discussed in the data. Finally, this subsection 

defines and illustrates a sixth group, created for this thesis. 

Entities are objects that make up the interactive reality of the game, such as 

geography, actors and items. They may be either active entities, possessing agency 

and attributes, or passive entities, serving as obstacles, for example. If we compared 

gaming aspects to grammatical word classes, then entities would generally be the 

nouns. The main distinguishing feature of entities is how they may be interacted 

with, which leads to the next group. Entity Manipulation is the application or 

modification of attributes or abilities into entities within games. Attributes are the 

qualities found within entities, such as their size, durability or effectiveness in any 

applied task, be it beneficial or hazardous to the player. Abilities are the tasks that 

they either perform by themselves, or are made to by the player, such as jumping, 

flying or swimming. When the borders between attributes and abilities becomes 

unclear, the following heuristic is used: if something is utilized through an explicit 

player choice, it counts as an action, and if it occurs automatically or passively, it is 

an attribute. As entities were earlier compared to nouns, entity manipulation can be 

compared to adjectives, adverbs (attributes) or verbs (abilities). 

The Witcher 3: The Wild Hunt is an RPG included in the discussions. In the game, 

the player takes control of Geralt, a fictional character set in a fantasy universe, 

equipped with swords and supernatural abilities, whose activities include, riding on 

horseback and slaying monsters. Throughout the game, Geralt’s general effectiveness 

increases, as he gains better items, magic spells and skills. What counts as entities in 

this case are Geralt, his swords, the monsters he slays and the items he collects, while 

his abilities, activities and increasing effectiveness would count as entity 

manipulation. In the latter group, the first two subjects are abilities, and the last one 

is an attribute. In the miniature wargame, Warhammer 40,000, armies are comprised 

of miniature soldiers, which form “units” (entities). Each unit possesses falls into a 
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distinct type, such as “infantry” or “vehicle”, and possess different qualities such as 

toughness and movement speed (attributes). Players generally alternate between 

moving, shooting and fighting in close combat with their units (abilities). 

The interface provides the player his or her sensory experience to the game being 

played, as well as the methods with which to interact with it. This can include on-

screen information and icons to press, or other hardware input devices such as 

joysticks, keyboards or a mouse. In a non-digital game, this can denote objects such 

as dice, miniatures and other tokens, rule sheets etc. This explanation focuses on the 

presentation of the interface as it directly serves gameplay, rather than on a cultural 

analysis of issues such as setting, tone, or genre. Interface is divided into 

presentation, input device and input method. Presentation provides the sensory 

experience to the player, the input device his or her physical method of interacting 

with it and the input method the manner with which this physical action is translated 

into an action within the game. 

To illustrate what the interface group covers in digital games, we can look at the 

game Rocket League, which can be played on the PC or a gaming console. In both 

cases, the game’s audiovisual presentation is provided via the screen and speakers. 

When playing with a PC, the input device can either be a mouse and keyboard, 

joystick or a gamepad, while only the last option is available when using a console. 

The game starts by providing a user menu, where the player can navigate to change 

the game’s settings or prepare a specific type of game mode (training, single player, 

online play). The input methods are relatively simple here, as the player may only 

navigate between the options presented in the menu. When the game session starts, 

the player’s view is placed in a 3rd person position behind the vehicle he or she is 

operating. Here, the presented user interface is relatively limited, showing each 

team’s points and the time left for the allotted session, as well as the controlled 

vehicle’s current speed and acceleration in the right corner. Using the input devices 

mentioned earlier, the player may now control the vehicle via turning, accelerating, 

braking and performing different types of tricks, lending to the sports aspect of the 

game. During these sessions, a smaller in-game menu is accessible by pressing the 

right button, which provides a pop-up style menu displaying player statistics as well 

as the option to quit the game. 
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Similar groups can be argued to exist in non-digital games as well. The Warhammer: 

Fantasy Battles core rulebook presents that to play the game, the player(s) will also 

require a measuring tape, several six-sided dice, army-specific rulebooks called 

“armybooks”, a gaming area and the miniatures as well. In this case, the books, the 

gaming area and the miniatures constitute the presentation of the game, with dices, 

measuring tapes and the miniatures (again) serving as input devices and the rules and 

charts contained in the rulebooks as input methods, i.e. they provide explanations for 

how the dice-rolls and measure results affect the events of the game. 

It should be noted that while I have listed objects such as tokens as examples in both 

the entity and interface sections, their main difference is how they are viewed. In 

other words, when objects are viewed in the discussion as physical objects used to 

present entities within the game, they are part of the interface category, and when 

they are discussed as the in-game entities themselves, they are part of the entity 

category. In addition, for the sake of this research, references to hardware and 

software related concepts, like servers and game engines, as well as any additions to 

the games, like expansions, updates or modifications, will be added to the interface 

group, but only if they are related to the context of the discussed game. Also, as 

mentioned earlier in Section 2.2, miniature wargaming as a hobby encompasses the 

crafting of miniatures and the miniatures and their physical properties play a major 

role in the representation of the game. In this regard, code-switches referring to 

model sizes, materials or other such qualities will be considered to belong to the 

interface group as well.  

Rules are the framework, or model of a game. They define what can or cannot be 

done within it. The GOP defines two types of rules: game world and gameplay rules. 

The former defines the virtual or imaginary world where the game takes place, such 

as by placing virtual physical boundaries on it, while gameplay rules are additional 

rules layered on top of it. Zagal et. al. list “gravity” as an example of a gameworld 

rule, causing unsupported in-game objects to fall. Their example of a gameplay rule 

is when a player is given a select number of “lives” or “trys”, with their depletion 

resulting in the game ending.  

Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six: Siege is used as an example of rules in digital games. 

The game includes multiple playable maps, each with their own geography and 
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placement of objects. These define the shape and size of the area where the game 

takes place, while also limiting what that player may interact with and where he or 

she may go in the game, and therefore count as gameworld rules. Another example 

of gameworld rules is geographical obstacles, such as fences or railings being often 

enforced by so-called “invisible walls”, i.e. artificial limitations to where in-game 

entities may travel, which are invisible to the player. In addition to choosing a map, 

players also choose to play alone or co-operatively with other players, with different 

game modes defining their goals and encountered opposition, while also choosing a 

difficulty level, which directly affects the level of challenge presented in the game. 

The number of players, the game mode and the difficulty level count as gameplay 

rules. 

As miniature wargames (and non-digital games in general) do not take place in 

virtual reality, the gameworld rules are not similarly present. However, there are still 

rules and constraints making up the limits of the game. The game-space is usually 

limited to a single table, mat or other indication of a play-area, and entities such as 

units or terrain pieces are not considered taking part in a game, until they are placed 

there. In a similar manner, if a unit is removed from the game via routing or being 

destroyed, the miniatures depicting it are also removed from the play area. An 

example of a gameplay rule is easier: a game might be stated to take a total of five 

turns, with each turn comprising of several phases dedicated for different actions, 

such as soldiers moving, shooting, running away, etc. 

Goals are the in-game conditions or objectives that the player(s) must meet to gain 

success, advance or win, and can be either short- or long-term. Goals have a certain 

hierarchy: The highest goal is to win the game, which usually requires players to first 

complete a sub set of goals. These goals may include advancing through subsequent 

stages (usually referred to as “levels”) and defeating particularly difficult enemies 

(referred to as “bosses”). As we progress into smaller and smaller sets of goals, we 

run into the earlier defined group of Entity Manipulation. After all, entity 

manipulation encompasses the means through which the player advances, i.e. 

completes the goals of the game. This group therefore excludes the lowest levels of 

goals, equivalent to individual player actions (move, jump, shoot, etc.). In addition to 

completion, games may have additional goals, such as “Achievements”; unlockable 
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in-game titles with their own conditions for completing, or “Challenges”, which 

usually place harsher conditions on existing goals, such as completing a game within 

an allotted time-limit, or without dying. Goals may be defined both by the game and 

its players, though player-defined goals are not included in the ontology. While they 

are not specifically goals, this group also encompasses the way games evaluate or 

provide feedback regarding the degree of success within a certain goal. This includes 

goal metrics such as score, success level, etc.   

For example, in the competitive online first-person shooter, Overwatch, players are 

formed into two 6-person teams. These teams then battle over capturing objectives 

(goals), which yield points (goal metric) to the owning team. The team with the most 

points wins at the end of the match. Afterwards, player accounts are also provided 

medals and experience points for their in-game accomplishments (goal metrics).  

The “Secure and Control”-mission is a game mode in Warhammer 40,000, where 

armies must capture and hold pre-determined objectives (goal) on the battlefield. On 

the end of the last turn, players receive Victory Points (goal metric) for each 

objective their armies control. The player with the most Victory Points wins the 

game (goal).  

As shown in the examples above, the GOP can be applied to the description of a 

wide variety of games, regardless of their genre or the platforms used to play them. 

Some of these categories may overlap, however, and it is not always clear what type 

of design element is being referred to in the code-switches. In these cases, I will refer 

to the context, where the term is being used. Further explanations of the challenges 

encountered while categorizing the data are presented in section (3.x). While the 

GOP excludes concepts such as story, setting or genre, they are still very relevant in 

gaming discussions, and thus count as in-game terminology. Therefore, my analysis 

will include a sixth group, called “Background”. Hopefully, this last group will 

account for references to in-game concepts, which cannot be conveniently applied to 

other GOP groups. Finally, for the sake of simplicity, the research data will be 

categorized primarily into the six GOP groups presented above, without presenting 

further distinctions between the following sub-groups: passive or active entities, 

attributes or abilities, gameworld- and gameplay rules nor input devices and 

methods. 
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2.9 Internet memes and message board jargon 

The research material is composed exclusively of online discussions conducted in 

informal contexts. Therefore, it can be assumed that English elements common to 

informal online discourse will be present in the data as well. One such element is the 

use of memes (pronounced “meems”). In sociological and cultural spaces, memes are 

defined as contagious patterns of cultural information, which are passed between 

minds to shape and create ideas, mindsets and forms of behavior in social groups 

(Dawkins 1976). A successful marketing strategy incorporating a widespread and 

memorable catchphrase could be considered a meme, for example. In the domain of 

online discourse, however, anyone can generate, receive and spread these types of 

patterns, resulting in the constant propagation of an ever-increasing variety of 

different memes. These include, but are not limited to, catchphrases, ideas, tunes and 

icons, and can come in the form of written text, images, spoken language or other 

units of cultural material. Prominent features among online memes usually contain 

humor, intertextuality and juxtaposition. They are generally used for humoristic, 

commentary and fandom-related purposes. (Knobel et. al. 2007: 199-220) To stay 

relevant, online memes need to be as viral and recognizable as possible, resulting in a 

large portion of them being in English.  

Another expected source of English terminology in the data is related to the 

platforms that the discussions are conducted on, or at least in the case of the textual 

data. Internet message boards, also known as “forums”, include their own jargon for 

the different technical functions available in them, including terms, such as “post, 

edit, delete, quote, search, admin”, and so forth. While the terminology of the forums 

included in the data are translated into Finnish, they may still be mentioned as their 

English equivalents due to the popularity of English forums.  

3. Materials and Methods 

3.1 Data 

The analyzed data comprises of approximately 200,000 words of textual data taken 

from written discussions on two Finnish gaming-related online message boards, 

Sotavasara and the gaming section of Ylilauta, as well as 30 minutes of transcribed 

audio data from Twitch.tv and personal recordings, adding approximately 2600 
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words to the data. The size of the corpus is restricted by the fact that individual code-

switches in the text must be manually tagged and classified, which requires at least a 

cursory understanding of the games being discussed. For the data to be relevant with 

current trends in the subject matter, the text and audio sources have been taken from 

discussions and videos created in 2017. In addition, the textual data was gathered 

from threads focusing explicitly on gaming-related discussions, and excluded from it 

were threads dedicated to other topics, such as commenting on a game developer’s 

business practices. Personal information of the message board’s users, such as ID 

numbers, member profiles, personal signatures, the dates and times of their posts 

were removed from the data, as were links and texts attached to image files. In the 

audio data, any mentions of a person’s name or personal information were also 

excluded.  

The textual data will be taken from the following sites: Discussions related to non-

digital gaming will be taken from the Sotavasara and those related to digital gaming 

from the gaming section of Ylilauta, an anonymous image board. The gathered data 

comprises of 200,000 words, roughly divided into 100,000 words of non-digital 

gaming discussions and 100,000 words of digital gaming discussion. Sotavasara is 

an online forum dedicated to the discussion of miniature games, such as Warhammer 

40,000 or Kings of War. The site was formed at early 2000s, and has, by its own 

words, been involved in the Finnish miniature scene for over fifteen years. 

Throughout its existence, it has gathered over a million messages and 15,000 

registered users (Sotavasara, 2017). The discussion topics gathered from the site 

range from upcoming releases for the games and the progressions of their fictional 

universes’ storylines to in-game tactics and rule interpretations. Ylilauta is one of the 

popular sites in Finland, and was formed in 2011 by fusing two of the largest 

message boards in Finland1. User statistics presented by the board include over a 

million monthly users and over three million monthly sessions (Ylilauta, 2017). The 

site includes over 40 different message boards for different topics, with the data 

included in this research originating from the gaming board, which is dedicated to 

hosting discussions related to digital gaming and commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) 

games, as defined by Chik (2014: 85).  

                                                 
1 Lauta.net and Kotilauta. 
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There are differences between Sotavasara and the gaming section of Ylilauta, in 

addition to the discussion topics. The former is a typical internet message board, 

where messaging requires registration and creating a user profile, which is presented 

along with any messages the user sends into the forum. The latter is an anonymous 

board, meaning that no registration or user profiles are used. As the messages are 

presented anonymously, these types of sites tend to include very specific, and often 

anarchistic, board cultures, involving their own slang and memes, which can be a 

factor in the language encountered in the data (Auerbach 2012, Uotila 2013). 

Ylilauta is largely related to anime- and geek culture, with a strong focus on 

anonymous culture as well. This anonymous culture includes opposing trends typical 

in other forms of social media, where identity is formed through the gathering of 

“likes”, as well as typical conventions of everyday discourse. (Haasio et. al. 2014). 

The audio data comprises of 30 minutes’ worth of transcribed audio. Like the textual 

data, the audio data was split in half between digital and non-digital gaming. Both 

topics include approximately 15 minutes of recorded and transcribed audio. The 

audio data for digital gaming will be taken from a Let’s Play-video on Twitch, where 

people play and simultaneously comment on the games to their audiences, while the 

audio data for non-digital gaming will be from recordings taken at a local Finnish 

gaming store. For the sake of comparability between textual and audio data, I have 

focused on audio sources involving at least two or more people. While both audio 

sources come from gaming sessions, they have some differences that should be 

mentioned. The digital audio comes from a popular gaming stream channel, 

Laeppastream, where two L1 Finnish speakers, both young adult males, play a co-

operative tactical action and shooting game, Ghost Recon: Wildlands, while at the 

same time attempting to provide commentary to the (presumably young) viewers for 

humorous effect, generally through copious use of memes, quotes, profanities and 

other expletives. The non-digital audio, on the other hand, involves two players 

discussing with one another while playing a miniature wargame. Both players are L1 

Finnish speakers and male, but one of them is approximately high-school aged and 

the other is an adult. The date of the recording is 12 September 2017.  The game 

takes place on a tabletop representing a miniaturized ruined city. As there is no 

audience, similar attempts for humorous commentary are not necessary, and the 
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discourse is more focused on informing the other player of one’s in-game actions and 

interpreting the game’s rules. 

3.2 Methods 

The gathering of textual data simply involved copying the written language from the 

previously described message boards and pasting them to their separate Word-files, 

with the discussions from Ylilauta providing the data for digital games and those 

from Sotavasara providing the data for non-digital games. Having collected the data, 

any English elements were first highlighted in the texts. Next, they were placed into 

their appropriate categories, based on Zagal et. al.’s (2005) typology on gaming 

subjects and Auer’s (1999) and Myers-Scotton’s (1993) definitions of insertional and 

alternational code-switches, as well as the definitions for anglicisms used in this 

thesis, as presented in section 2.6. The audio data, including both the recording from 

Twitch and from the local game store, was transcribed into its own file, which was 

then analyzed similarly to the textual data. 

After completing the categorization of the English elements in the data, their word 

counts and proportions were listed in several tables, with each table followed by 

observations gathered from them. These tables cover the three data sources as 

presented in the materials section: textual data regarding non-digital gaming, textual 

data regarding digital gaming and the audio data, which includes both topics. First, 

the analysis presents the total amount of English words in each data source, as well 

as their proportions to the overall word counts. Corresponding values are then 

provided for the code-switches and anglicisms as well as the references to different 

subject groups in the data. Despite alternational code-switches usually consisting of 

entire phrases or sentences, they are counted in relation to their overall word count in 

the data, to facilitate an easier numerical comparison with the insertional code-

switches and anglicisms, which compose of individual words. Having presented the 

numerical values of the different categories covered in the data, the analysis 

discusses the language encountered in detail, providing translated examples of 

English elements used in the discussion, depending on their subject matter. 

Alternational code-switches are also explained in a more qualitative manner in the 

analysis, due to their smaller size in the material. Finally, the analysis lists the most 
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common anglicisms encountered in the data, along with the assimilations conducted 

to them and their words of origin.  

3.3 Categorization Difficulties 

The categorization of English words into different Gaming Ontology groups 

presented more difficulties than what was initially expected. While the groups and 

their expanded definitions provided in this thesis proved useful in categorizing the 

data, there were occasional issues in interpreting the appropriate group for different 

in-game terms. Admittedly, an actual game designer might also hold differing 

opinions to the categorization. Quite a few game-related terms contained overlap in 

their GOP placement, and as I wanted to avoid categorizing them in several groups at 

once, I had to consider their focus through the context of the discussions. In some 

cases, a word could mean several things. For example, FPS could be an abbreviation 

for both “frames-per-second”, denoting the smoothness which the game runs by, and 

a gaming genre defined earlier in section 2.7. Another abbreviation, “DPS” (damage-

per-second), indicating the amount of damage something could cause within the 

duration of a second, therefore determining its offensive value, could refer to entities, 

entity manipulation, rules or interface, depending on the context of its use. This is 

due to the wide range of applications for the term in gaming terminology, including 

character archetype (entity), quality of a weapon or ability (entity manipulation), 

mechanics governing how damage-per-second is calculated (rules) and how its 

values are presented to the player (interface). If the knowledge of the subject was not 

already available, categorizing the English words in the data required investigating 

the discussed games’ terminology from their official sites, related wiki’s as well as 

videos on Youtube related to them. This was especially the case when differentiating 

between the game’s own official terminology and its related gamer jargon proved 

difficult.  

In other cases, differentiating whether a word could be classified as “specific in-

game terminology” or not was often made more difficult by the fact that the lines 

between specific in-game terminology and out-of-game terminology have become 

somewhat hard to establish – a term originating from gamer lingo could be adopted 

by a game into its official terminology. For example, the terms buff or nerf originate 
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from gamer slang, but seemed to be adopted into Path of Exile’s official in-game 

vocabulary. 

4. Analysis 

This section provides the word counts and percentages of the English elements 

encountered in the data. Below, Table 2.1 presents the complete word counts of each 

section, as well as the amount and percentage of English words and references to in-

game terminology included in them. Tables 2.2 to 2.3 present the ratios of code 

switches and anglicisms to the overall amount of English words and references to 

gaming terminology, respectively.  

4.1 Summary of English Words Encountered in the Data: 

Table 2.1: Overall word counts and percentages of the data 

 Data sets 

Non-digital textual data Digital textual data Audio data 

Total word count 105,100 96,961 2686 

English words 9114  7320  380  

Percentage (%) of 

word count 

8.7% 7.5% 14% 

References to in-

game terminology 

7910 6006 268 

Percentage (%) of 

English words  

86.7% 82% 70.5% 

 

As seen in Table 2.1, both textual data sections followed similar trends, with the 

audio data containing most of the differences. In all data sections, English was used 

relatively frequently, though it still proved subservient to Finnish in terms of total 

word counts. In the textual data, approximately every 11th to 13th word was in 

English, while in the audio data, it was every 7th word. This would coincide with the 

idea that code-switching is generally more prevalent in spoken language, as 

discussed in section 2.4. However, since the word count in the audio data is much 

smaller than those in the textual data sets, this may be coincidental. All sections saw 

a similarly high use of in-game terminology, with the audio data falling slightly 

behind. This would indicate that English is also largely limited to being used in very 
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specific contexts in these discussions, further highlighting that Finnish was the 

dominant language. Words un-related to gaming terminology originated mostly from 

different forms of online discourse, including memes, quotes, expletives and 

different types of jargon. These will be explained in more detail in sections 4.1 to 

4.3.  

Table 2.2: Word counts and percentages of code-switches and anglicisms  

 Data sets 

Non-digital textual data Digital textual data Audio data 

English words 9114  7320  380  

Insertional code-

switches 

7997 (87.7%) 6282 (85.8%) 180 (47.3%) 

Alternational  

code-switches 

488 (5.3%) 659 (9%) 178 (46.8%) 

Anglicisms 629 (6.9%) 379 (5%) 22 (5.7%) 

 

As was predicted, insertional code-switches formed the largest groups in the overall 

data. While the textual data sections show similar rates of use in these types of 

switches, their percentage was noticeably smaller in the audio data, which instead 

saw a high use of alternational code-switches, a major difference from the former. 

This would indicate that English was used to perform a larger variety of roles in the 

audio data. Alternational code-switches were used slightly more often in digital 

gaming than in non-digital gaming. The use of anglicisms was similar in all data 

sections. 

Table 2.3: Word counts and percentages of in-game references 

 Data sets 

Non-digital textual data Digital textual data Audio data 

In-game references  7910 6006  268  

Insertional code-

switches 

6987 (88.3%) 5173 (86.1%) 164 (61%) 

Alternational code-

switches (words) 

327 (4.1%) 558 (9.3%) 83 (31%) 

Anglicisms 596 (7.5%) 275 (4.6%) 21 (7.8%) 
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The values on this chart prove my initial hypothesis correct: most English elements 

in the text are both insertional code-switches and refer to in-game terminology. The 

word counts and percentages presented in Table 2.3 are quite similar to those 

presented in Table 2.2, indicating that references to in-game terminology were 

prevalent in both types of code-switches and anglicisms. The audio data, however, 

included a notable increase in the use of insertional code-switches and a similar 

decrease of alternational switches. By comparing the word counts of these sections, 

we can see that most alternational switches in the audio data were unrelated to in-

game terminology. The analysis will now shift to the individual data sections present 

in the research material: The two sources of textual data and the audio data source. 

Sections 4.2 to 4.4 start by presenting the distribution of words in the gaming 

ontology groups, providing descriptions and translated examples of the language 

encountered in them. Having presented the in-game terminology, the sections will 

cover the remaining groups in the data, including out-of-game terminology, 

alternational switches and anglicisms. 

4.2 Textual Data of Non-Digital Games 

Table 3.1 presents the distribution of different gaming ontology groups presented in 

the textual data regarding non-digital gaming, acquired from Sotavasara. After 

presenting the word counts and percentages between the ontology groups, the 

terminology included in them is presented in more detail, followed by examples from 

the discussions. The gaming terminology presented in this section contains both 

insertional code-switches and anglicisms, the latter which will be brought up later in 

the same section. Alternational switches were not included in tables presenting the 

GOP distribution. This is because these switches often consisted of entire sentences, 

including references to multiple GOP groups as well as function words, which could 

not be applied to them. However, as presented in Tables 2.2-3, most of the 

alternational switches encountered in the data were still gaming-related. As the 

alternational switches formed a relatively small part of the data, they will be 

discussed in more detail at the end of sections 4.2 to 4.4. 
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Table 3.1: GOP distribution of non-digital gaming 

 Word count Percentage (%) 

Entities 3576 45.2% 

Entity manipulation 1913 24.1% 

Rules 1348 17% 

Interface 993 12.5% 

Goals 30 >1% 

Background 50 >1% 

 

As shown in Table 3.1, most of the words belonged to the Entity-group, with Entity 

Manipulation coming second. Words classified as belonging to the Entity-group 

generally refer to different types of miniature soldiers in the game, the factions they 

belonged to, what types of equipment they could take as well as the types of coherent 

combinations they could be taken in. The largest combining factor between the 

words is that they are objects within the game that could be picked, moved, removed, 

or otherwise manipulated in some manner. These included different classes of 

entities, such as unit, terrain, vehicle or character, as well as references to specific 

entities, such as drop pod, ruins, and assault cannon. Specific entities also included 

proper nouns such as Old One Eye or Grey Knights. More abstract concepts included 

exhaustible in-game resources like command point, warp charge. These types of 

words were almost always stated in their English forms, but some were more prone 

to be stated in their equivalent Finnish forms. This included common fantasy or 

science fiction terminology, such as dwarf, elf or terminator, as well as simple words 

such as sword, bike, weapon or mount. 

Examples 5 and 6 include references to entities in discussions, which are followed by 

translations. In the examples, the code-switches are underlined, with their 

translations highlighted in bold. Similar examples are provided after the description 

of each group.  

5. Eikö sillä unitilla voisi tehdä sit jotain muuta? 

Couldn’t the unit be used for something else? 

6. …jalkaväkiyksiköillä kuten Clanratit, skeletonit, empiren sotilaat. 
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...infantry units, such as Clanrats, Skeletons, Empire soldiers. 

Switches in the Entity manipulation group generally appeared in the same phrases or 

in close vicinity to references to entities. This is expected, considering the close 

relation between the two groups. Words placed in the entity manipulation group 

referred to different abilities and attributes the entities in question had, as well as 

actions the players could take within the game. Abilities included terms such as 

charging, hitting, wounding, and casting spells, while values related to strength, 

armor and toughness counted as attributes. Example 7 describes a situation, where a 

single unit is engaged in close quarters fighting from multiple directions at once. 

Example 8 argues that two distinct attributes present in the game ultimately count as 

the same thing. 

7. ..etenkin jos niitä chargaa useammalta puolelta, 

..especially if they’re being charged from multiple directions, 

8. Armour valuehan oli vain toughness arvo eri nimellä. 

An armour value was just a toughness values with a different name, after 

all. 

As the label indicated, this group contained switches referred to the game’s rules. 

These words laid out the framework for how the game should be set up and played. 

This included concepts such as the segmentation of a turn into several phases 

governing specific in-game actions, like the movement or shooting phase. References 

to different game modes were also included, which added their own special 

conditions and limitations to the game. For example, narrative or open play do not 

have many limitations for players forming their armies, and are meant for relatively 

quick, casual games. Matched play, on the other hand, is intended for more 

competitive games, and thus includes more rules and restrictions on how a specific 

type of army may be legally constructed, a matter that is discussed in example 9. In 

example 10, a comment is made on the new rules related to the psychic phase: a 

specific part of the game turn, when some soldiers can use supernatural abilities 

referred to as psychic powers.  

9. Vanha armeija ei ehkä ole enää laillinen Matched playssa, mutta se on sitä 

edelleen open playssa. 

An old army may not be legal in Matched Play, but it still is in Open Play. 

10. Psychic phase näyttää vanhan ja nykyisen järjestelmän sekoitukselta. 
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The Psychic phase looks like a mix between the old and new systems. 

Switches in the Goals group contained some overlap with the Rules and Entity 

groups. These switches referred mainly to missions: game modes that outlaid the 

conditions for a player to win, as well as objectives: markers in the game area that 

had to be captured. Completing different conditions would then yield victory points, 

a goal metric for winning the game. In example 11, the usefulness of taking an in-

game objective (usually represented by a plastic marker, coin or a similar piece) and 

placing it into defensible terrain is emphasized, while Example 12 includes 

contemplation on upcoming missions (goals).  

11. ,etenkin jos sen objectiven saa Coveriin laitettua. 

Especially, if the objective can be placed into cover. 

12. Uudet missionit vaikuttaa kiinnostavilta, ja Sabotage näyttää tulevan takaisin, 

The new missions look interesting, and even Sabotage looks to be coming 

back. 

The Interface group included switches referring to different tools required to play the 

game: plastic markers, miniatures’ physical properties (the size of their base, for 

example) and rulebooks, as well as lists and charts within the rulebooks. Example 13 

references plastic tools labelled as templates and a special type of die. Also included 

in this group were lists of frequently asked question (FAQ:s) and rule updates 

provided by the different games’ developers, usually in the form of digital text-files. 

In example 14, the current edition of the game’s core rules is referenced.  

13. Sama Templaatteihin, pidän niistä kovasti ja scatter-nopan nakkelu on aina 

yhtä hauskaa. 

Same with templates, I enjoy them a lot and throwing the scatter dice is 

always just as fun. 

14. Toki 8th edikka tuo jälleen varmasti muutokseen suuntaan tai toiseen. 

Granted, 8th edition will probably bring about change to one direction or 

another. 

The Background group included references to the fictional universes the games were 

based on through terms, such as “Dark Age of Technology, Forgeworld or 

Unification Wars,” as well as different genres of miniature wargaming (historical-, 

skirmish-, etc.) and genres of fiction (high fantasy, for example). Examples 15 and 

16 contain references to specific events and concepts included in the discussed 
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game’s fiction, as well as the term lore, which is often used as a byword for different 

games’ fictional backgrounds and stories. 

15. ..ne perustuu Dark Age of Technolology ajalta oleviin STC templateihin. 

..they’re base on STC templates from the Dark Age of Technology. 

16. Ei se tietenkään näin loren puolesta aivan mahdoton ajatus ole 

Lore-wise, it’s certainly not impossible. 

Alternational switches related to in-game terminology were prevalently quotations 

from the games’ rules and background sections. Rules were often directly quoted to 

resolve disputes in their interpretation, or to present examples on how rules would be 

written, as is shown in examples 17 and 18.  

17. Eiköhän peli tule olemaan täynnä kykyjä "Choose target unit within X" 

to gain Y", jotka tasapainottaa huomattavasti tilannetta. 

I’m sure that the game will be filled with abilities, like ”Choose target unit 

within X to gain Y”, which will balance the situation considerably. 

18. .Kun vaihtoehtona on varsin intuitiviinen "wounds do not carry over" 

ratkaisu. 

When the alternative is the rather intuitive “wounds do not carry over” 

solution.  

These also included quotes directly from the game developers, which referred to 

upcoming products and updates to their rules, such as in example 19.  

19. Mainosteksti sanoo: "as you Fight, Nurgle’s endless cycle of renewal 

and decay will grind on with powerful effects." 

The advertisement states: "as you Fight, Nurgle’s endless cycle of renewal 

and decay will grind on with powerful effects." 

Quotations from the games’ background sections included slogans from fictional 

entities, which were used for dramatic effect, role-playing purposes and providing 

humor. Example 20 presents one of the slogans used by an army in the game in 

humorous context.  

20. Battlefleet Terra näyttää tonnipojille kirjaimellisesti kuinka "all is 

dust". 

Battlefleet Terra shows the Thousand Sons how “all is dust”, literally. 

Other switches included exclamations regarding certain game elements. Example 21 

emphasizes how deploying soldiers in the back end of the gaming area makes it 
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difficult to reach objectives, which are usually placed in the middle or the opposite 

side. 

21. Plus jos olet takalinjoilla...good luck reaching objectives! 

Plus, if you are in the back… good luck reaching objectives! 

The largest group of English words after in-game terminology originated from gamer 

jargon, which included terminology from several sources: miniature wargaming 

communities, strategy- and roleplaying communities and the gaming community at 

large. References to gamer jargon contained words, such as boost and buff (increased 

effectiveness), nerf (decreased effectiveness) or powercreep (a long-term trend, 

where everything generally become more effective) denoting sudden or gradual 

changes to the effectiveness of objects in games. These terms were most often used 

when discussing the updating of rule sets within the games, as they would often bring 

changes to the overall effectiveness of individual soldiers and armies. Other words 

referred to certain practices conducted by players, such as minmaxing: minimizing 

the use of seemingly ineffective options, while maximizing effective ones. Grinding 

referred to the slow, gradual destruction of the opponent’s army, while countering 

involved exploiting the weaknesses of a unit or an army. Other words included were 

fluff, a byword for the setting and backstory of a game, while grimdark referred to its 

dark tone and ambience. wysiwyg is abbreviation for “what you see is what you get”, 

referring to the custom that all miniatures used in the game must be visually 

representative of the soldiers they counted as, and the weapons they used. 

The remaining words fell into the following groups: catchphrases, idiomatic 

expressions, popular culture references, online forum terminology and expletives. 

Examples of these are provided in Table 3.2 below. Most the words presented there 

originate from online discourse as well as different forms of English media and 

literature.  

Table 3.2: Non-gaming related words and phrases 

English words Type 

off-topic, thread, search, ban, admin, edit Online message board jargon. 

special snowflake Derogatory term 

one ruleset to rule them all. Popular culture quote. 
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electric boogaloo, just as planned Memes 

win-win, once in a blue moon, in other news Catchphrases and idioms 

actually, cool, you bet, pukey puke Expletives 

 

The distribution of GOP groups matched with my expectations brought up in section 

2.7, with most of the words referencing in-game entities, their manipulation and the 

discussed games’ mechanics. English words not counted in the GOP groups included 

alternational switches and words referring to topics other than in-game terminology. 

These topics included gamer jargon, online discourse and references to other forms 

of English media and literature.  

4.3 Textual Data of Digital Games 

Table 4.1: GOP distribution of digital gaming 

 Word count (5448) Percentage (%) 

Entities 1225 22,5% 

Entity manipulation 1268 23,3% 

Rules 921 16,9% 

Interface 842 15,4% 

Goals 1075 19,7% 

Background 117 2,1% 

 

As shown above, the references to in-game terminology were split more evenly into 

different GOP categories than in the non-digital data. This likely reflects the larger 

variety of genres and subgenres involved in the discussions, whereas the miniature 

wargames discussed in the non-digital section were classified as strategy games 

containing elements from role-playing games in section 2.7. The most obvious 

differences to the previous data can be seen in the Entity and Goals groups. Entities 

still form a large proportion, but they do not form the overwhelming majority, and 

come second after the Entity manipulation group, which may be attributed to the 

more action-oriented focus of the different video games. Goals, however, form a 

much larger proportion than in the previous data, being the third largest instead of the 

smallest group. The exact reasons for this will be explained in detail further on, but 
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to summarize, the digital games included in the data seemed to contain more 

references to goals, both immediate and long term, and goal metrics and were more 

focused on competition.  Code-switches belonging to the Entity group generally 

referred to objects that could be interacted with in the games. This included players’ 

avatars and the forms they could come in. For example, Overwatch and Tom 

Clancy’s Rainbow Six: Siege include a wide variety of distinct playable characters, 

each with their own defining traits and abilities. In Rocket League¸these came in the 

form of different vehicles. RPG:s, such as Path of Exile and The Witcher and 

MMORPG:s like World of Warcraft and Guild Wars 2 also included a plethora of 

character archetypes to choose from, incorporating different races, such as elves or 

orcs, as well as different professions, like warriors, mages or thieves. Most of the 

games, regardless of genre, also included unlockable features for further 

customization of existing player avatars, such as cosmetic changes and additional 

voice lines. Different forms of equipment, such as swords and guns were mentioned 

throughout the group, as were expendable resources and in-game currency, such as 

magic potions and gold coins. Other mentions of entities included the geographies of 

the games and entities controlled by the game’s AI (artificial intelligence), such as 

vendors and enemies. 

 Example 22 describes the functions of a specific military helicopter, while example 

23 includes tips to a player for keeping his equipment safe. 

22. Loach toimii tietääkseni recon planen tavoin ja commander voi 

takapenkillä istuessaan käyttää radiota. 

Loach works according to my knowledge as a recon plane and the 

commander may sit in the back seat and use the radio. 

23. Suosittelen ensin ampumista, jos et halua menettää geariasi.  

I recommend shooting first, unless you want to lose your gear.  

The Entity Manipulation group referred to ways the previously mentioned objects 

could be interacted with, how they interacted with the player and the gameworld 

around them, and what traits and attributes they had. Additionally, players’ actions 

against other players in online multiplayer games was added here. These included 

common actions that players could take, such as running, jumping, driving and 

shooting, and more special abilities, like casting spells, performing tricks or 
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conducting other supernatural feats. The latter actions generally had more restrictions 

on their use, such as some form of cost and cooldown times (i.e. time periods where 

they cannot be used again) between uses. These kinds of special abilities were quite 

common in Overwatch and the RPG- and MMORPG-games listed. Other elements of 

entity manipulation involved more passive attributes, such as vitality, stamina, 

strength, etc. These usually had a direct effect on how well different tasks could be 

performed. For example, having a high numerical strength-value in an RPG would 

result in more powerful strikes with melee weapons, like swords, as well as 

increasing the player character’s capacity to carry items. Similar attributes were 

usually applied to numerous other objects within the games, such as items and 

enemies. Most of the discussed digital games involved some form of multiplayer 

modes, which included additional group-related activities, such as voting on issues 

and kicking unwanted players out of the session.  

Example 24 explains the pros and cons of playing a certain character type: it 

progresses slower than another option but can have an easier time surviving in the 

game. Example 25 presents an ability, that the player has chosen, while comparing it 

to another. 

24. Levelitys ehkä hieman hitaampaa kuin puhtaalla dps specillä mutta 

survivability on katossa. 

Levelling up is maybe a bit slower than with a pure dps spec 

(specialization), but the survivability is through the roof. 

25. Olen ottanut jopa käyttöön binding healin vaikka moni opas netissä 

sanoo että piety ois parempi talentti 

I have started using binding heal, even though many online guides 

state that piety would be a better talent. 

The Rules group contained references to the games’ frameworks and overall 

mechanics. These affected what kinds of areas the in-game world included and what 

types of rules or constraints were placed on these. These areas could take the form of 

limited arenas, cramped city blocks or wide, open worlds, for example. In some 

cases, areas would be connected to and accessible from other areas, while at other 

times they were secluded, and only accessible under certain conditions. Rules or 
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constraints included references to different game- and difficulty modes. Discussions 

covering the overall game mechanics and programming were also included.  

In example 26, the player admits to being surprised by how hard the game has 

become, after implementing a certain game mode. In example 27, another player is 

wondering, whether the mechanics governing the appearance of items has changed, 

or just his luck.  

26. Toka kerta menee death marchilla ja täytyy sanoa että vaikeus ihan 

yllätti 

My second try includes death march, and I must admit being surprised 

by the difficulty. 

27. Onks noi dropratet muuttunnu vai mun tuuri vaa parantunnu? 

Have the droprates changed or has my luck just improved? 

The goals group, surprisingly large, contained Metrics denoting the level of progress 

that players had achieved or their level of success compared to other players through 

global or regional ranking systems, points or other (mostly numerical) values. 

References to these metrics were quite common in games with large competitive 

communities, such as Overwatch, but were also used to denote degrees of progress in 

RPG:s, for example. In addition, some games presented additional optional 

challenges, yielding special titles (Achievements) upon their completion, which 

usually contributed to a player’s goal metrics, and these could be viewed by other 

players.  

In example 28, someone presents his rankings in Overwatch during its second 

season. The game’s competitive events are divided into separate seasons, in a manner 

similar to organized sports. In example 29, the participation in and completion of in-

game events described as being instrumental in collecting several types of rewards, 

or other goal metrics depicting a player’s progress. 

28. Kakkoskausi meni siinä high silverissä välillä goldin puolella 

käväisten. 

In season 2, I was in high silver, while occasionally in gold. 

29. Eventeillä on lähinnä välinearvoa karttarewardsien tai sitten 

achievementtejen/collectioneiden/Mastery levelien jne. saamiseksi 
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Events mainly have instrumental value in obtaining map rewards, or 

achievements/collections/mastery levels etc. 

The interface group was largely focused on presentation, software- and hardware-

related aspects of the games. Presentation aspects included the use of in-game menus 

and user interfaces. User interfaces included persistent elements, such as meters 

depicting a player characters health or a mini-map. Less persistent elements included 

contextual in-game prompts, i.e. warning signs or texts appearing on the display, 

generally instructing players to perform a specific action or to press a button at that 

moment. Software elements included options pertaining the quality of the game’s 

graphical presentation, performance issues, such as low FPS (Frames-Per-Second) 

and connection problems. Different game versions, updates and downloadable 

content was also mentioned. Hardware elements were related to the required 

computer specifications for games and the controllers used for playing them. A factor 

that added to the relatively large amount of “Interface”-related words was the fact 

that references to computer terminology such as hardware and software were often 

mentioned in English.  

In example 30, the framerate of the game is stated to drop in certain in-game areas, 

and that this is due to poor programming. Example 31 presents a game’s user 

interfaces as being well designed. In example 32, a player-made mod (modification) 

of a game is said to be based on a previous iteration of the software used to run the 

game, which was abandoned due to its technical limitations. 

30. Ne fps dropit tietyissä paikoissa sitten taas on ihan vaan huonosta 

optimoinnista kiinni. 

The fps drops in certain locations are just a result of poor optimization. 

31. Olen aika eri mieltä. UI on suurimmaksi osaksi mielestäni hyvin selkeä 

ja pelkistetty. 

I disagree. I think that the UI is for the most part very clear and 

simplistic. 

32. Modi pyörii vanhentuneella enginellä, joka hylättiin standalone 

kehityksessä sen rajoittuneisuuden takia. 

The mod works on an outdated engine, which was abandoned during 

Standalone’s development, due to its limitations. 
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The background section contained references to other gaming genres as well as 

background details, such as the game’s setting, plot, etc. References to these were 

quite common in discussions about The Witcher 3, due to its heavy emphasis on 

storytelling. 

Examples 33 and 34 both present views on the genres the discussed games 

(Overwatch and DayZ) belong to. Example 35 states that books found within the 

game provide a relatively accurate view of its lore, i.e. its setting and storyline. 

33. Tää on oikeesti vaan glorifioitu moba teamfight simulaattori. 

This is really just a glorified moba teamfight simulator. 

34. Pelin genre on edelleen survival, se ei tarkoita toisten tappamista 

mitään kyselemättä 

The game’s genre is still survival, that doesn’t mean killing others with 

no questions asked. 

35. Tosin pelin sisältä löytyvistä kirjoistakin saa kohtuullisen hyvän kuvan 

loresta 

However, books found in the game provide a relatively good picture of 

the lore. 

Overall, the distribution of English words into different GOP groups depended on the 

genre of the discussed games, as well as the discussion topics. For example, 

discussions about competitive online video games often mentioned players’ scores or 

rankings in regional or worldwide statistics, which contributed largely to the Goals-

group, as they counted as “goal metrics.” In other cases, gaming discussions were 

focused completely on software and hardware issues, or comparing different versions 

of the same game, adding numerous references to the Interface-group. The game-

related alternational switches encountered in this data section included references 

from the games, their developers as well as chat conducted between players during 

game sessions. Of the remaining switches, insertional or alternational, similar groups 

as in the previous data set could be identified. Gamer jargon formed the largest group 

here, as is shown in Table 4.2 
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Table 4.2: Gaming jargon in digital gaming discussions 

Word Definition 

camping, Picking an advantageous location in the game 

and not leaving it. 

countering, Playing in a certain manner, that counters 

another playstyle.  

idling, afk:ing Not doing anything in the game or being away 

from the keyboard (afk) 

grinding, farming gathering a large amount experience points or 

items, respectively 

meta  The strategies formed outside a game session, 

based on the perceived strengths and 

weaknesses of objects in it. 

nerfs, buffs sudden changes to the effectiveness of in-game 

objects 

maining predominately playing a specific type of player 

avatar. 

instakill, oneshot killing something instantly, or in a single attack. 

casual, hardcore denoting a person’s commitment to a game, or 

the perceived difficulty of the game. 

build a prescription for how to improve a player 

avatar 

aim, accuracy, skills referencing players’ real-life attributes 

influencing the game. 

devs, community the developers of the game and the player 

community formed around it. 

 

The remaining topics encountered in the data are listed in Table 4.3, which includes 

words originating from similar sources as those presented in Table 3.3 in section 4.2. 

Table 4.3: Non-gaming related words and phrases 

Word Source 

bumping, banning, editing, message board jargon 

trolling, flaming, protips, ragequit online jargon 

inb4 (in before), irl (in real life) abbreviations 

feel’s good man, git gud memes 
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no matter what, ****ing cool expletives and profanities 

fanboy, retard, sh**-tier, a**burger derogatory words and insults 

 

As was the case in the previous corpus, non-game-related switches mostly involved 

online- and message board jargon and memes. The frequent use of certain types of 

internet- and forum slang, memes, profanities and derogatory terms could be 

attributed to the anarchistic nature and inside culture of Ylilauta, as was mentioned in 

section 3.1.      

4.4 Audio Data 

The audio data analyzed in the thesis differs markedly from the two previous data 

sets. In addition to including spoken, rather than written language, these discussions 

are conducted while playing games at the same time, further decreasing the amount 

of allotted premeditation, while also requiring the participants’ focus to be divided 

between playing and talking. This was especially the case in the recording from 

Twitch, because the participants had to divide their attention between playing the 

game, discussing it while also providing humorous commentary for their viewers. It 

should be noted, however, that this does not necessarily limit the variety of English 

elements used, as the distribution of words in insertional and alternational code-

switches was relatively equal, contrasting with the textual data sections.  

 The first recording, which was conducted at a local game store, involves two people 

playing a game of Warhammer: 40,000. At the start of the recording, both players 

outline the rules and victory conditions for the game, then take turns deploying units 

of miniature soldiers into the table, declaring what they represent and how they enter 

the battlefield. Having deployed, the players take turns moving and conducting 

combat with these miniatures. The game involved numerous pauses, when one player 

would stop to plan his strategy before making any declarations. While one player 

was declaring his actions, the opponent would often interrupt and ask questions about 

the rules regarding his units. In cases, where both players were unsure of the rules, 

one of them would draw out an appropriate English rulebook and read the relevant 

rules out loud.  

36. Mä jätän noi Assault Marinet viel tonne. 
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       I’ll leave those Assault Marines there for now. 

      37.           Strena kuus.Ouch. Sit se ois varmaan miinus jotain? 

          Strength six. –Ouch. Then it will be minus something, right? 

38. Se re-rollaa all to hit.” -All to hit? -Joo. 

            It re-rolls all to hit-rolls. -All to hit? -Yeah. 

39. On a hit, you only make a single hit roll with this weapon and the base 

value and on a six the target suffers d3 mortal wounds. Eli d kolme. 

                                          So that’s D three. 

In the case of example 38, roll refers to the roll of a dice. In example 39, only the last 

sentence was translated, due to the preceding sentence consisting entirely of an 

alternational code-switch. The expletive “ouch” in example 37 and the rules quote in 

example 39 present the two main types of alternational switches present in this 

recording. As the game was turn-based and quite deliberate by nature, the discussion 

was also rather slow paced, including numerous pauses for premeditation, checking 

the rules, rolling dice and move the miniatures on the table.  

Table 5.1: GOP distribution of gamestore recording 

 Word count (105) Percentage (%) 

Entities 43 40,9% 

Entity manipulation 33 31,4% 

Rules 12 11,4% 

Interface - - 

Goals 17 16,1% 

Background - - 

 

As shown in Table 5.1, the discussion was quite focused in several areas, namely 

entities and entity manipulation, with the occasional reference to rules and goals. In 

contrast to the discussions conducted on a message board presented in section 4.2, 

this was conducted in the context of a game, which both participants were taking part 

of. References to the rules and goals were presented at the beginning of the 

discussion, when the players laid out the rules of their miniatures’ engagement. 

Following that, the discussion focused on referring to entities and entity 

manipulation, with the occasional rules-related discussion.  
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At the beginning of the second recording from Twitch, the players have some issues 

with connecting each other to the same game. Having solved these issues, they 

choose what types of player avatars they want to play, customizing their gender, 

look, clothing, equipment, etc. The player avatars are then placed into the 

gameworld, which depicts a mountainous region somewhere in Bolivia. Then, after 

commenting on each other’s appearance, they get on a nearby vehicle, and start 

driving towards their objective, depicted on their map – a drug cartel group, which 

the players need to subdue and interrogate. Having driven close to their objective, 

one of the players starts customizing his avatar some more, while the other player, 

based on his reporting, deploys a drone to scout the location for targets. After some 

sneaking around and shooting, both players clear the area of enemies, interrogating 

one for information they require. Having done that, they get on their vehicle and start 

driving to their next objective, at which point the recording ends. Due to the fast-

paced nature of the game being played and the need for constant commentary for the 

video to stay entertaining, the discussion (and the code-switching involved) is very 

spontaneous. 

40. Hetkinen, replay.. locate santa.. aa tää on se eka tehtävä. No problem. 

  Wait, replay.. locate santa.. ah, this is the first mission. No problem. 

41. Mä en tykännykkää.. niinku, **** that fence. 

I didn’t even like.. as in… **** that fence. 

42. Se meinas hypätä autotielle *****. – Gotta get that insurance money. 

It almost jumped on the road *profanity*. Gotta get that insurance 

money. 

43. Alright, alright. Emmä ymmärrä, mitä se tarkottaa, mut cool cool. 

Alright, alright. I don’t understand, what it means, but cool cool. 

44. Okei, sit vaan interrogatataan toi viimenen. 

Okay, now just to interrogate that last one. 

45. Interrogate huutomerkki to gain intel 

Interrogate exclamation mark to gain intel 

The examples above show that alternational switches were used to accomplish 

different goals in the discussions. Examples 40 and 45 included reading excerpts 

from the game’s instructions out loud to conduct teamwork to complete their goals. 

Examples 41 and 42 included humorous comments on the events happening in the 

game. To clarify, in example 41 the players drove a car straight into a fence, 

resulting in the comment. In example 42, the comment is a result of the civilians 
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placed in the game’s environment reacting to the players’ approaching car by diving, 

rather unconventionally, to the middle of the roadway. Phrases, such as “No 

problem” and “Alright, alright” can be interpreted as the players attempt to “role-

play” their in-game avatars: who are part of a U.S. special operations unit. These 

code-switches also include emphasis on a stereotypical American English accent, 

further highlighting and contextualizing them. Example 45 presents an interesting 

situation, where the otherwise typical insertion of English words into the Finnish 

language matrix is reversed. In the occurring situation, the game presents a prompt, 

saying “Interrogate *!* to gain intel”, and the player quotes it out loud. As the game 

is presenting it as a symbol instead of a term, it is possible that its Finnish translation 

of the term, huutomerkki, was the first to occur to the player.  

Table 5.2: GOP distribution of Twitch recording 

 Word count 

80 

Percentage (%) 

Entities 15 18,7% 

Entity manipulation 10 12,5% 

Rules 14 17,5% 

Interface 36 45% 

Goals - - 

Background 5 6,2% 

 

Table 5.2 indicates that a large amount of the discussion was focused on interface-

related subjects. This is mostly related to the technical difficulties experienced by the 

players at the beginning of the recording, when they spend time solving their online 

connection issues. Once both players were connected in the game and had finished 

customizing their in-game avatars, references to other GOP groups became more 

prominent.  

In comparison to the textual data, this section contained relatively more code-

switching per word count, as well as more alternational switches. It is assumed that 

the spontaneous nature of spoken language was the most important factor 

contributing to this, though the low quantity of speech compared to previous sections 
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may account for this. Most of the alternational switches appeared in the Twitch 

stream, which included expletives, memes, popular culture quotes and other 

catchphrases, in addition to in-game references. In the second recording, both 

insertional and alternational switches were used to reference the game’s terminology, 

with insertional switches referring to individual subjects and alternational switches 

used to quote larger sections of the rules. Here, code-switches not related to gaming 

terminology were expletives. 

4.5 Anglicisms 

Tables 6.1-3 cover the most common anglicisms encountered in the data, that could 

not be found from the “Kielitoimiston sanakirja”-dictionary, as stated in section 2.6. 

The left area lists the anglicisms, underlining the parts where orthographical and 

morphological assimilations have taken place, and the right area presents the 

respective words of origin. If we compare these anglicisms to the established ones 

presented in section 2.6, we can see that similar conventions of assimilation have 

been conducted to them. Before concluding that these words might become 

established in the Finnish lexicon, it needs to be stated that these words are used in 

relatively limited social situations, as compared to online and computer jargon, for 

example. However, with the popularity of games increasing, these types of words 

might become more prevalently used in society, and therefore more likely 

incorporated. In Table 6.1, words like transportti, modeli and itemi are relatively 

simple in terms of assimilation, where the assimilations are simply conducted to 

make the words fit better into the Finnish sentences. Words like detu, klosis and 

diippaus, on the other hand, are markedly different from their origins. These words 

are shorter, for instance, and in the case of klosis and diippaus, are combinations of 

two words. The term bänni presents an interesting case, where the first vowel is 

changed so that the word is pronounced similarly to its origin.  

Table 6.1: Common anglicisms encountered in non-digital gaming data 

Anglicism Borrowed from: 

detu 

charru 

spessu 

strena 

detachment 

character 

special 

strength 
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transportti 

modeli 

fleikka 

itemi 

edikka 

klosis/closis 

markkeri 

bänni 

fluffi 

buffi 

nerffi 

diippaus 

transport 

model 

flamer (flamethrower) 

item 

edition 

close combat 

marker 

ban 

fluff 

buff 

nerf 

deep strike 

 

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show similar trends in assimilation as 6.1, with simple 

assimilations adding a vowel or consonant and vowel to the word, and complex 

assimilations abbreviating them. As was the case with bänni in the previous table, the 

vowels in the words hiileri, cräftäys, frägi, flänkkäys, pätsi, striimi and treidata are 

changed for the words to sound phonetically like their origins. The word depsi, 

interestingly, is an extension of “dps”, which is itself an abbreviation for “damage-

per-second”. 

Table 6.2: Common anglicisms encountered in digital gaming data 

Anglicism Borrowed from: 

bossi 

chara, charru 

warru 

lootti 

geari 

buildi 

skini 

depsi 

hiileri, 

maini 

ressu 

cräftäys 

hedu 

frägi 

boss 

character 

warrior 

loot 

gear 

build 

skin 

DPS (Damage-per-second) 

healer 

main 

resistance 

crafting 

headshot 

frag 
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flänkkäys 

pätsi 

rankki 

bänni, banni 

striimi 

dunkku 

treidata 

flanking 

patch 

rank 

ban 

(video) stream  

dungeon 

to trade 

 

Table 6.3: Common anglicisms encountered in audio data 

Anglicism Borrowed from: 

strena 

woundi 

characteri 

dredi 

depottaa 

negattaa 

drouni 

nicki 

invu 

strength 

wound 

character 

dreadnought 

(to) deploy 

(to) negate 

drone 

nickname 

invite 

Judging by the assimilations conducted to the anglicisms present in these tables, 

convenience seems to be an important factor in both simple and more complex 

changes to the English words. 

5. Discussion: 

The code-switching data presented in Tables 2.1 to 2.3 largely matched with my 

expectations: most of the code-switches were both insertional and referenced the 

terminology of the games being discussed, with terms originating from online gamer 

jargon coming second. Gamer jargon could be identified coming from different 

online gaming communities and fandoms, which could be dedicated to the specific 

game being discussed, any series of games it belonged to as well as its related 

gaming platform, genre, subgenre or mode of play. If the references to in-game 

terminology and gamer jargon within the data are added together, then the 

overwhelming majority of the code-switches were related to general gaming topics. 

The remaining switches could roughly be attributed to the popularity of English in 
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other forms of media, online discourse and message board culture, covering phrases 

such as memes, catchphrases, popular culture quotes and expletives. Most of the 

alternational switches were used in these topics, though some were used as game 

references as well. Of the switches not related to in-game terminology or gamer 

jargon, most were still related to the ongoing gaming discussions. A meme or a quote 

could be adapted to a specific gaming subject, or an expletive could be used to place 

emphasis on or to express frustration about something in a game. An example of 

adaptation, Table 3.3 included a reference from J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, 

where the One ring to rule them all-phrase was used to state the dominance of the 

game’s newest ruleset. 

The audio data provided notably different results than the textual data, including 

relatively more alternational switches, as well as references not related to in-game 

terminology. It should be noted, however, that most of these differences could be 

found from the video stream on Twitch, where the people participating in the 

discussion had to entertain an audience while simultaneously playing and discussing 

with each other. The English words and phrases encountered in the Twitch recording 

contained some similarities to Myllärinen’s (2014) findings, as it also included 

English in the form of gaming-related vocabulary insertions, repetition of written 

instructions, imitation of character talk, exclamations and trash talk. The spontaneous 

nature of the discussion and the resulting code-switches were also similar, which is 

unsurprising, considering that both Myllärinen’s study and this data set covered 

similar formats of streaming gaming videos. The discussion from the game store 

recording was focused on similar groups as the first textual data section, though this 

can be attributed to its comparatively small size and the fact that the discourse was 

focused on very specific subjects: informing their opponent of what they would do in 

the game and making inquiries about the rules.  

Based on the statistics provided in the analysis, the distribution of references to 

different GOP groups was dependent on factors such as the game being discussed, its 

genre, mode of play, background, etc. While references to entities and entity 

manipulation were common in most games, those with an action-oriented nature 

included more references to entity manipulation. Games with a competitive 

multiplayer environment had more references to goals, as a common subject 
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mentioned in the context of these games were metrics for establishing rankings 

between players. In the digital gaming discussions, multiple references to computer 

terminology contributed to the interface-group. The Background group, created for 

this thesis, accounted for a relatively small amount of English words in each data set, 

which might imply that the topics covered in that group (background, genre, etc.) are 

not often discussed, and gamers are more focused on the aspects that directly serve 

gameplay, which were placed in the other five groups. 

In some cases, Finnish was used to reference gaming terminology. While this 

occurred seemingly randomly, and relatively infrequently compared to the size of the 

data, it seemed to occur most often with terms that had a well-established equivalent 

in the Finnish lexicon. For example, the games discussed in the non-digital gaming 

section often included references to common fantasy concepts, such as “elf”, 

“vampire” or “dwarf”, which were noticeably often stated in their Finnish form. 

Meanwhile, far more specific words encountered in the data set, like “Space Marine 

Company” or “Psychic Focus”, would be stated in English. Digital games focusing 

on real life military tactics, such as Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six: Siege and Rising 

Storm: Vietnam also contained multiple references to real-world military hardware, 

actions and tactics, which were often stated in Finnish. While it is possible to assume 

that the use of Finnish would depend on the age and background of the participants, 

that information could not be gathered from the data included in this research, as the 

background of the discussion participants was not available. The scale of English 

elements present in the discussion would also negate such generalizing statements.  

Anglicisms encountered in the data followed three general trends in terms of 

assimilation. The simplest forms of assimilation involved vowels or consonants and 

vowels added to the word’s base form, making the word appear more fitting in the 

Finnish discussions. More complex forms of assimilation either abbreviated words or 

combined two words into a single amalgamation, which is similar to the example that 

Suominen (2014) presented (experience becoming expa). In other cases, vowels were 

changed for the word to sound more like their origins when pronounced in Finnish.  

As for the reason for using English in these discussions, several assumptions can be 

made. As in-game terminology was the most frequent subject for code-switching, but 

was also stated in Finnish occasionally, it is possible that the switches reflect a lack 
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of established words in the Finnish lexicon, or at least its gaming vocabulary. 

Without a commonly known equivalent, it can simply be more expedient to refer the 

subject as it is in English. In fact, an obscure or self-made translation of the subject 

could cause more confusion than anything else, especially as participants of the 

discussions displayed an intimate knowledge of the discussed game’s terminology. 

These code-switches could also be used to express their explicit in-game context, as 

the words translation might include unnecessary connotations. When taking the large 

number of words that originated from different gaming and online communities in 

the form of jargon, slang and memes into account, code-switching could also be 

considered as a form of expressing belonging to these groups. They could also be 

used to express general knowledge on a specific gaming subject. For example, one of 

the code-switches in the non-digital corpus included the term “fundamentally 

flawed”. While this term does not originate from gaming, it is often used in the field 

of game design. In other cases, especially in the case of memes and popular culture 

references, code-switching would express online and cultural savviness.  

6. Conclusion: 

This thesis involved a quantitative study on the use of English elements in Finnish 

gaming discussions, analyzing texts gathered from two gaming discussion sites and 

two recorded and transcribed gaming sessions. The research questions were related 

to the overall quantity of English elements in the data, their occurrence at the 

sentence level, their level of assimilation and the subjects they referred to. One issue 

mentioned in the introduction is a possible overflow of English words into the 

Finnish lexicon. Regarding this, the comparatively small amount of English words 

(to Finnish) in the data, the prevalent use of insertional code-switches and the 

relatively limited use of English words outside of the gaming discussions would 

suggest no. However, the discussions did also show signs of assimilation and the 

users becoming accustomed to using them. Whether these would show increased use 

in the future and possible lexicalization would depend on them being used outside of 

their specific game-related context, or that the specific form of gaming became 

immensely popular in society. The latter option is certainly not impossible, 

considering the findings presented in the introduction and background sections 

regarding the popularity of gaming.  
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The data found code-switching to occur frequently in the discussions, ranging from 

7,8 to 14 percent of the overall word count. As I hypothesized, code-switches were 

generally insertional, with individual English content words placed into the Finnish 

language matrix, and they usually referred to terminology from the discussed games. 

What gaming aspects were referred to in these switches was dependent on several 

factors: the type of game being discussed, the specific topic and the participants 

involved. In addition to in-game terminology, code-switching subjects included 

jargon from several gaming and online sources, as well as memes, popular culture 

references, catchphrases and expletives. Overall, different online communities and 

cultures formed the largest source of code-switches after in-game terminology. The 

use of code-switching was also found to be dependent on the context and mode of the 

discussion. Based on the data, code-switching was more prevalent in spoken 

conversations, and that gaming activities conducted during the discussions added to 

the frequency of switching. The small size of the audio data decreases the relevance 

of these findings, however.  

The trend for certain English terms being integrated more closely into the Finnish 

language via orthographical and morphological assimilations could possibly indicate 

their lexicalization into loanwords in the future, but this requires the terms’ usage in 

a larger societal context, which would either require them spreading beyond gaming 

discussions, or for the specific games to become popular enough for the terms to 

become more notable. 

To conclude, code-switching is a very common phenomenon in Finnish gaming 

discussions, and reflects the abundance of English terminology inherent in game-

related topics, as well as the influence that online gaming communities, 

communication platforms and general discourse have on the language included in the 

data. The examples of code-switches and anglicisms presented in the analysis also 

illustrate how English words and phrases may be incorporated into the Finnish 

language through differing levels of integration to achieve various conversational 

purposes.  
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9. Listed games and developers 

Age of Empires – Ensemble Studios 

Angry Birds – Rovio Entertainment 

Clash of Clans – Supercell 
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Civilization III – Firaxis Games 

Counter Strike: Global Offensive – Hidden Path Entertainment, Valve Corporation 

DayZ – Bohemia Interactive 

Guild Wars 2 – Arenanet 

Kings of War – Mantic Games 

Overwatch, World of Warcraft – Blizzard  

Path of Exile – Grinding Gear Games  

Quantum Break – Remedy Entertainment 

Rising Storm 2: Vietnam – Antimatter Games, Tripwire Interactive 

Rocket League – Psyonix  

The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt – CD Projekt RED 

Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six: Siege, - Ubisoft Montreal,  

Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon: Wildlands – Ubisoft Paris 

Warhammer 40,000, Warhammer: Fantasy Battles, Warhammer: Age of Sigmar – 

Games Workshop 


